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Introduction 

In the spring of the year 519, or perhaps even as early as the preced- 
ing autumn,' an Alexandrian spice trader named CosmasZ traveling 
to Taprobane (known today as Sri Lanka) arrived at the ancient Port 
city of Adulis on the African side of the Red Sea, where he made a 
short ~ t a y . ~  In Cosmas' day, Adulis controlled the Bäb al-Mandab and 
maintained close ties with the commerciai centers along the South 
Arabian coast; it attracted merchants from Alexandria and Ailat, and 
it was from them that Cosmas hoped to obtain valuable information 
for his journey onward to India. Yet at this point in his account of 
the journey, Cosmas makes no mention of spices or other commodi- 
ties. His attention is focused on matters of classical philology. 

* 'ihe aim of this paper is to provide an oveniew of the political history of the 
events which took place in the period under discussion. It makes no daim to be a 
complete review of ail the sources available or to consider the current discussion 
exhaustively. For such a synopsis, See the recer,t contribution by Beaucamp et al., 
"Perseicution," which emphasizes the chronology of events, and which I shaii follow 
in placing the Start of the Himyarite era in the year 110 BCE. Müller, "Himyar," gives 
a thorough evaluation of the source material then available and remainc z fundamen- 
tal work-nie sigla of inscriptions cited follow Stein, Untersuchungen, 274-290. For 
a first draft of this paper, See Nebes, "Mirtyrer" who gives more detailed annotations 
and also lists the sigla not used in Stein, Untersuchungen. The new edition of the 
Martyrium Sancti Arethae by M .  Detorakis (Paris 2007), which in the most recent 
secondary literature is cited e. g. by Bausi "Review," 265-266, was not available to the 
author. 

' For this date, see Beaucamp et al., "Perskcution," 71. Cosmas' stay in Addis is 
usuaily dated to the year 525 (cf. for instance Müller, "Himyar," 316); see n. 9. 

For the most recent contribution, cf. Sima, "Cosmas"; for information concern- 
ing Cosmas' life and work, See Schneider, "Cosmas," with further references. 

Adulis, which is located 40 km to the south of Massawa and ca. 4 km inland from 
the coast, was the main port of Aksum through which Byzantine-and, in an earlier 
period, Roman-trade with India was conducted; see Fattovich, "Adulis." 
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At the request of the governor of Adulis he made copies of two 
Greek inscriptions which have since become known as the 
Monumentum Adulitanum. The two inscriptions are found on a 
marble throne with an attached "stelan4 situated at the town's Western 
entrance on the Caravan road leading to the Ethiopian plateau and 
Aksum. The first of these inscriptions, iocated on the stela? is the 
report of a campaign by Ptolemaios 111 Euergetes (246-222 BCE) that 
sheds light on the Ptolemies' maritime undertakings on the African 
side of the Red Sea during the second half of the third century B C E . ~  

l'he other text, also in Greek, can be found on the marble throne itself 
and dates from a later, post-Christian p e r i ~ d . ~  It contains an account 
of the deeds of an unnamed Aksumite ruler and remains to this day 
the only written evidence we have for the rise of Aksum and her ter- 
ritorial ambitions before the time cf 'Ezana, i.e., the middle of the 
fourth century.' 

Both of the copies Cosmas made for the governor of Adulis were 
intended for Ellatzbhas ('Ehhol~tjß&a<) whose residence was nearby 
in Aksum and who, as we are told in passing, was just preparing for 
war with the Hornerite~.~ niis directs our attention to the other side 

- 
Cosmts, Christian Topography 2.54-55; Wolska-Conus translates ~ i r h v  as 

"stela", which obviously is part of the throne, see Phillipson, Monuments of Aksum, 
123-154. For the signüicance these thrones had for Aksumite rule, see Munro-Hay, 
Aksum, 110, and Brakmann, "Axomis," 748. 

NE I, no. 276 (with bibliographic notes) and RIE 1II.A 26-32 (translation). 
Cf. in general HöM, Geschichte, 56-57. 

' NE I, no. 277 (with the relevant bibliographic notes); translated in Munro-Hay, 
Ahum, 222-223 and NE II1.A 32-45; the most recent review is given by Fiaccadori, 
"Monurnentum Adulitanum," 1010-1012. 

B See the discussion in Brakmann, "Axomis," 726-727. Since the Adulitana 
secunda mentions the Sabeans and not the Himyar, Robin ("Premi6re intervention," 
155) has conjectured that the author may have been the Abessinian king Gadürat 
mentioned in C 308 (or one of his immediate predecessors), with whom the Sabean 
king 'Alhän Nahfan concluded an aiiiance around the year 190 ca. An alternative king 
has recently been suggested by Fiaccadori "Monumenturn Additanum," 1012. 

Cosmas, Christian Topography, 2,56: p E h v  E5iEvai ic6X~pov xpbq 2065 
'Opqpi~ag ~ 0 6 5  ~Epav, "because he intended to carnpaign against the neighbouring 
Homerites." If we follow Simeon of BEth Arsham's two Syriac letters and assume a 
date of 523 for the events in Najrän and the death of Arethas (see below), which were 
foiiowed by the great Ethiopian counteroffensive of the year 525, while Cosmas claims 
to have witnessed the Ethiopian king's mobilization in Adulis *at the beginning (of 
the rule) of Emperor Justin," which took place in 518, then he cannot have been an 
eyewitness of the great (second) invasion but only of the first one. 'ihe latter is also 
mentioned in the Book ofthe Himyarites (See below), and its command was entrusted 
by Ella A$beba to one Hayyän, whose official function is not specified; see RIE I, no. 

of the Bäb al-Mandab, to South Arabia. Although Cosmas mentions 
them in the margin, Eilatzbaas' preparations for war mal-'. ahe begin- 
ning of a chain of events which was to change the pr~liticiA landscape 
of South1~rest Arabia fundamentally and in very vhort tin::. They were 
to see Yemen subjugated by Kaieb Ella A$beba,lo his adversary, the 
South Arabian King Yusuf defeated and killed, and Aksumite rule 
established over large parts of Southwest Arabia. Thus, the power of 
the Homerites, the Hirnyar of the Ancient South Arabian inscriptions, 
who had ruled Yemen and dominated large parts of central Arabia 
for two and a half centuries, was finally brought to an end. It is true 
that in the Person of Abraha there would arise an Ethiopian king in 
Yemen who would keep up the traditional ljimyarite royal titles, 
compose his politicai self-depictions in Sabean, and distance himself 
quite clearly from the Negus in Aksum.ll Yet the days of South 
Arabian independence were over for good. The native tr .oal elites 
were no longer able to shake off Abraha's rule. For the next 3fty years, 
Yemen was to remain under Christian rule, and in the following 
decades was to be subject to the hegemony of Sasanian Persia. Findy, 
in the year 632, the troops of the first caliph Abü Bakr put an end to 
the Yemeni tribes' revived attempts to achieve independence.12 Yemen 
became part of the Islamic world and joined in the young Islamic 
community's campaigns of conquest issuing from Medina. 

A Survey ofthe Available Sources 

For no other period of the pre-Islamic history of the Arabian Peninsula 
do we have so extensive and diverse a range of literary and epigraphic 
source texts composed so soon after events as we do for the 520s, 
when the confiict between Himyar and Aksum reached its culmina- 
tion.13 In addition to the information given by Procopios14 and a short 

191134-35, as against de Blois, "Date," 126, n. 55, according to whom this first inva- 
sion took place in the time of Eiia hbeba's predecessor. 

'O That is the reading of Ellatzbias' füfi name, according to the Aksumite Source, 
RIE I, no. 19117f.: klb 1 ' (8) 11 '$bS. 

'' For the historical figure, see Sima, "Abraha," 42. A further inscription by Abraha 
has recently been uncovered on the northern sluice of the great dam of Märib; see 
Nebes, "New 'Abraha Inscription." 

lZ Al-Mad'aj, Yemen, 53-55. 
l3 For a systematic oveMew of the Syriac, Greek, and Ethiopian sources, See Beau- 

campet al., "Perskcution," 19-41. 
l4 Procopios, Wars 1.20. 
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remark by Cosmas Indicopleustes. the principal documents are texts 
of varyi~g genre composed in Syriac, Sabean, and ancient Ethiopic. 
Above all, mention must be made of the account of the "Martyrs of 
Najrän" that has been transmitted in three different Syriac versions, 
namely, the first and second letters of Simeon of Beth Arsham and 
the Book of the Himyarites, the first of which was the soiirce for the 
Greek hagiographic text Martyrium Sancti Arethae et sociorum in 
civitate Negran.15 Located in the southwest of modern Saudi Arabia, 
at the junction of the former frankincense roads to northwestern and 
eastern Arabia, Najrän was home to the largest wimyarite Christian 
community. Najrän was also the Abyssinians' bridgehead in northern 
Yemen16-as it had been at the time of the first Aksumite intervention 
in South Arabia17-and it was against Najrän that the Himyarite king 
Yüsuf and the Yaz'anid tribal leaders allied with him directed their 
most decisive blow. 

Yet, the conflicts in Najrän are reflected not only in texts belonging 
to the acts of the martyrs genre. The authenticity of the hagiographic 
account is supported by the epigraphic texts of the opposite side, 
more specifically in the form of several prominently situated Sabean 
rock inscriptions that high-ranking officers of the king caused to be 
made during the blockade of Najrän by Himyarite troops.ls Even if 
one were to consider only the most important of these sources, the 
messages are completely heterogeneous-they were composed by dif- 
fering parties, point to a variety of interests and refer to different 
scenarios-yet they reflect the fundamentally new dimension of the 
struggle taking place in southwestern Arabia during the first third of 
the sixth century. While the conflicts of the warring kingdoms of the 
second and third centuries had been at regional level-between Saba', 
Himyar, and wadramawt as the main protagonists but also involving 
the Abyssinians, who dominated the western lowlands and the western 

l5 Several centuries later the Martyrium Sancii Arethae was translated into Arabic, 
with the Arabic version in turn serving as the basis for a Ge'ez translation. Both texts 
have recently been edited by Bausi and Gori, Tradizioni Orientali . 

AS early as the first quarter of the third century, Najrän and the Abyssinian 
forces stationed there were the target of a campaign by the Sabean king Shä'imm 
Awtar; See J 635123f. 

n i e  first Abyssinian inte~ention in South Arabia has to be distinguished from 
that which took place during the period we are concerned with here; it lasted for less 
than a century and is believed to have taken place between 190 and 280 CE; for details, 
See Robin, "Premiere inte~ention." 

AS to the inscriptions of Bi'r Himä and Kawkab, see below. 
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edges of the highlands of central Yemen-the political situation two 
centuries later was far more straightfonvard, being niarked by a con- 
frontation between two main adversaries, the Etl-iiopians of Aksum 
and the Himyar of Safär. Whtreas the regional wars of th: mid- 
Sabean period would appear to have riflected purely regional interests,19 
the conflict between Himyar and Aksun. had a new, global dimension. 
The struggle was quite evidently also one which directly involved the 
interests of the great powers of the time, Persia and the Byzantine 
Empire. The close ties between Aksum and the Eastern Roman Empire 
are weil known: the first recorded contacts took place in the time of 
Diocletian, and it may be assumed that relations began well before 
thewZ0 'Ezana's conversion to Christianity in the second half of the 
340s hence was to place the relationship on a new f~ot ing.~ '  

Numerous features of Aksumite coinage clearly show that Roman 
influence was present already several decades earlier.z2 It is also known 
that the Byzantine Emperor Justin I (518-527) gave more than ideo- 
logical assistance to the Aksumite king Ella Asbeba's plans for inva- 
~ ion . '~  It may be assumed that it was with Justin's permission that 
the Ethiopians requisitioned the Byzantine trading vessels anchored 
in the Red Sea p0rts,2~ which the Ethiopian force of the second inva- 
sion in 525, then under the personal leadership of Ella Asheha, used 
to transfer to the Arab mainlarid. 

l9 'ihe three dozen or so campaign accounts of the Sabean kings and their officers 
that were found at the great Awäm temple in Märib provide a good impression of the 
military situation of the times; they have been compiled and translated in Beeston, 
Warfare; selected translations are given in Nebes, "Herrscherinschriften." 

M See Munro-Hay, Aksum, 56. 
" nius Hahn, "Symbols," 437; Brakmann, "Religionsgeschichte Aksums," 412, is 

more cautious ("Alles spricht freilich dafür, daß 'Ezänä unter dem Pontifikat des Fru- 
mentios getauft wurde, vermutlich um die Mitte des 4. Jh., bald nach Frumentios' 
Ordination in Alexandreia und seiner zweiten Ankunft in Aksum"); for the problem 
of dates, see id., "Axomis," 751, and, more recently, Hahn, "'Ezana", 479. What does 
appear to have been established with relative certainty is that the letter which Con- 
stantius I1 sent to 'Ezana and his brother no later than 358 must have been preceded 
by their conversion to Christianity. 

'' Hahn, Münzen, 4-5; cf. also B r h a n n ,  "Axomis," 724-725, on the coinage of 
the Aksumite king since 290. 

U For instance in the shape of a letter in which Justin caUs on the Ethiopian king 
to intervene On behalf of the threatened Christians of South Arabia; See Martyrium 
Sancti Arethae, Par. 27. 

24 Martyrium Sancti Arethae, Par. 29, gives a figure of sixty ships originating from 
various, mainly Red Sea, ports that the Ethiopian king had assembled in GabazlAdu- 
lis. 
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lhe  pidure we have of Sasanian influence at the Yimyarite court 
in Zafär is far sketchier. We know that diplomatic ties between the 
Sasanians and the Himyar began relatively early on, soon after the 
Himyar had expanded and consolidated their ruie over aii of South 
Arabia. From a dedication at tho great Awäm temple in the Marib 
oasis (Sh 31) we know that around the beginning of the fourth century, 
a Yimyarite delegation returned from a successful diplomatic mission 
to the royal cities on the Tigris, Seleucia, and Ctesiph01-1.~~ Sasanian 
influence in Zafär would appear to have extended to the field of art 
as weil.'6 

We do not know how intensive and long-lasting political contact 
may have been; in particular for the period here dealt with, the sources 
remain silent. n ie  fact that the Sasanians had a considerable interest 
in the Arabian coast and the entrance to the Red Sea is, however, 
beyond doubt. lhis is confirmed by the actual Course of events, when, 
in the last quarter of the sixth century, they assumed control over 
Yemen from the sons of Abraha." 

f i e  Himyar's Accession to Supremacy 

Before turning our attention to what the sources have to say concern- 
ing the most important Stages of the conflict, let us examine the history 
of events preceding them. Around the year 275, the Bimyar of the 
southern highlands, who were centered around their capital Safär, 

25 Müller, "Gesandtschaft," has dealt with this inscription in detail and reports that 
the delegation also visited the Azd in Oman and the Tanükh on the lower Euphrates, 
two tribal groups which at the üme were allies of the Sasanians. In a recent contnbu- 
tion, Potts, "Sasanian relationship," returns to the question of the motive underlying 
this delegation. He has suggested that it may have been connected to the birth of 
Shapur 11, and that it took place around 310131 1, being "a direct response of the South 
Arabian monarch's having recieved word of this important event in Sasanian hiitory" 
(id. 203).-nie epigraphic sources currently available allow us to trace relations 
between Persia and South Arabia back to the Arsacids. On a bronze plaque from the 
Wadd temple in Qaryat al-Faw, depicted on a poster of the King Saud University Press 
from the year 1407 AH, Minean merchants from Qarnäw report having traveled up 
the Tigris as far as Seleucia (the third from last line: k-nhr / ' d l  slky). 

26 Verbal information, P. Yule; see now Antonini, "Un manufatto himyarita." 
27 'Ihe majority of the sources reporting on the Sasanian occupation of Yemen are 

works by Yemenite Arabic authors and medieval Arabic historians and which exhibit 
certain retrospective distortions and legendary elements. 'Ihe beginning of Sasanian 
nile in Yemen has been placed between 570 and 585; see the details given in Potts, 
"Sasanian relationship," 206-21 1. 
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began to assert themselves against the northern highland tribes, from 
amongst whom had been the successors to the kings C - "aba' from 
the second century CE ~ n . ~ ~  Slightly more than twenty years later, the 
Himyarites had also gained control over the great Wall Hadramawt 
and the South Arabian c o a ~ t . ~ ~  Towards the beginning of the fourth 
century, Shammar Yuhar'ish was the sole ruler of Yemen, ac expressed 
in the titles used by him. The kings of the Hirnyar no longer styled 
themselves just as the kings of Saba' and of Raydän (meaning their 
royal palace in Zafar) but also of the newly conquered territorie~.~' 
The period of warring kingdoms had been brought to an end, and 
South Arabia had been r e ~ n i t e d . ~ ~  

'Ihe beginnings of the Himyar are still obscure and go back to the 
second century BCE. At that time, the fertile plateaus in the south of 
the central Yemenite Highlands right down to the coast a! the Bäb 
al-Mandab were Part of the area held by the Qatabanian ki:lgs, ruling 
from their capital Timna' in the Wädi Bayhän; this is also confirmed 
by the third-century BCE Alexandrine librarian Eratosthenes." 

Information oz the relevant sources and further secondary literature concern- 
ing the foiiowing n i y  he found in the outline given by Robin, "Sheba," 1130-1 140. 

29 The kingdom of ijadramawt had been considerably weakened by the Sabean 
king Sha'irurn Awtar, who pfundered and destroyed the capital city, Shabwa, around 
the year 230 before it eventudy succumbed to Himyarite dornination under Sham- 
mar Yuhar'ish. On the other hand, the Himyarites engaged in a number of campaigns 
into the Wadi Hadramawt even after their realm had been united, namely, during the 
joint reign of the kings Dhamar'ali Yuhabirr and his son Tha'rän Yuhan'im (cf. Nebes, 
"Kriegszug" and recently Robin, "ijimyar au IVe sikcle," 136-145.). Similarly, the 
great rock inscription from the Wadi 'Abadän-which dates to 360 CE and contains 
an account of the acts of three generations of Yaz'anid tribal leaders who explicitly 
recognized the suzerainty of the Himyar of Safär-mentions that Hadramawt had 
burned down their city of 'Abadän ('Abadän 1/32). It would thus appear that indi- 
vidual cities of the Wadi Hadramawt were able to maintain their kdependence from 
the ijirnyar of Safar until at least the first half of the fourth century. 

M For instance YMN 13/11-13: Smr / yhr'.? / mlk / sb' / W--rydn  / W-bdrrnwt / 
W-yrnnt, "Shammar Yuhar'ish, the king of Saba' and dhu Raydän and Hadramawt and 
Yamnat," where Yamnat probably refers to the southwestern Corner of the Arabian 
Peninsula and the southern coastline between Aden and Habramawt; see Robin, 
"Sheba," 11 40. 

'Ihroughout the 1400 years of its pre-Islamic history documented by written 
sources, this had only once been the case, at the beginning of the seventh century BCE, 

when the Sabean d e r  of Marib, Mukamb Karibd Watar, had succeeded in subjecting 
all of Yemen; See Nebes, "Tatenbericht," and id., "Ita'arnat." 

3a Reported by Strabo, Geography 16.4.2; this external account can now be con- 
firmed by indigenous epigraphic sources, See Nebes, "Feldzugsbericht," 282-283, and 
Nebes "Märtyrer," 14 n. 35. 
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Towards the end of the second century BCE, the southern highland 
tribes began to shake off control b~ . ie Qatabanian motherland, com- 
ing together to form the Himyarite confederation which, from the 
middle of the lirst century CE, was to become an imp0rtar.t factor in 
the ever-shifting struggle for power in Scath Arabia. The only written 
evidence of them we have are stone ir scripticris, not in the Qatabanian 
dialect, as one might expect, but in slightly modified S a b e a ~ ~ . ~ ~  These 
inscriptions reveal an important innovation, which is of great assis- 
tance for reconstructing the chronology of the following period. 
Unlike those inscriptions written in other South Arabian dialects, 
above all the Sabean ones, the years mentioned by the Himyarite 
epigraphs are always stated in absolute terms. n i e  Syriac accounts of 
the martyrs of Najrän (to which we shall return later) play a decisive 
part in dating these years in terms of the Christian calendar. 

The capital Zafär appears for t1,e first time in Pliny's Natural 
History," and it is also mentioned by the monymous author of the 
Periplus maris Erythraei, a maritime handbook from the middle of 
the first century CE, as being a metropolis Iying at a distance of a 
nine-day journey from the city of Sawä' in Ma'äfir (in today's 
al-H~jariya).~~ From the main road today leading south towards Aden, 
one turns off eastwards after Yarim, reaching the fertile Zafär plateau 
after just a few kilometers to find the city itself, built on three volcanic 
outcrops and at an altitude of 2830 m. Despite the fact that it was in 
Zafär that European travelers first recorded ancient South Arabian 
ins~riptions?~ archeological research there has only recently begun. 
Since 1998, nine seasons of excavations directed by the archeologist 
Paul Yde have so far concentrated on establishing the topography of 
the 110 hectare urban area37 and on excavating a monumental stone 
b ~ i l d i n g . ~  

Yet even from the evidence of surface finds one can say that Safar 
shows markedly fewer inscriptions than Märib, and that future exca- 
vations are likely to bear this out. On closer examination, this 

For more details see Nebes, ,,Märtyrer," 14 n. 37. 
34 Pliny, Natural History 6.104. 
35 ~er&lus,  Par. 23. . 

Ulrich Jasper Seetzen briefly visited Zafär in July ,1810 and made drawings of a 
fragmentary uimyarite building inscription in the village of Mankath at the foot of 
the mountain, as well as of the monograms of the uimyarite kings incorporated into 
the local mosque. For more on this sie Nebes, "Ulrich Jasper Seetzen." 

37 'hege dimensions are similar to those of the city of Märib. 
See the provisional excavation reports in Yule, "Mapping," and id. et al., 
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circumstance allows us to draw some significant conclusions. The 
known inscriptions from Zafär are ~nostly building irib~riptions and 
date from the post-Christian period. 'Ihey describe the construction 
of defenses and houses as well as the erection of royal buildings. In 
additioir to the palace of Raydän, first mentioned in a dedication by 
Yäsirum Yuhan'im and his son Shammar Y~har'ish,'~ we know of 
three similar inscriptions from the palaces named Shawhatän, 
Kallänum, and Hargab, all built in the years 383 and 462 by the 
Himyarite kings Malkikarib Yuha'min and his sons,4O and by 
Shur&bilil Ya'f~r.~l 

What is significant about these findings is the alrnost total absence 
in Zafär of any dedicatory inscriptions of the kind found in such 
abundance elsewhere in South Arabia. We know that even h e r  
Shammar Yuhar'ish unified the kingdom, the Himyarite kings con- 
tinued to record their political self-portrayals not only in building 
inscriptions but also in the form of dedications. In Safk, however, 
they would appear to have done so only to the extent of honoring 
the locally venerated gods, such as Wagal, and Simyada' and others. 
In Märib, on the other hand, they continued the practice of placing 
their dedications in the central shrine of the main Sabean god 
Almaqah, to whom they were also addressed. 

The explanation for this is quite simply that Märib had lost nothing 
of its significance as a political Center symbolizing the centuries of 
Sabean rule. By placing their dedications at the Awäm temple in 
Märib, the Himyarite kings were seeking to place themselves within 
this tradition and thereby to endow their rule with the necessary 
legitimacy. 

Himyarite Monotheism 

The Awäm temple contains Uimyarite dedications from a period of 
several decades. Then, in the 380s, the form of worship appears to 
have undergone a fundamental change, observable not only in Märib 
and Zafär but also throughout South Arabia. Within a relatively short 

39 E 14, par. 1, relates that the two kings set out for Märib (hgrn / myrb) from their 
palace of Raydän (bytn / tydn) in Zafär. 

R338313 (Shawhatän) and Gar Bayt al-Ashwal2llf. (Kd[än]um; this addition 
was suggested by A. Sima at the Orient-Symposium held at Bamberg in 2002). 

41 Gar S Y ~ / A ~ = Z M  113 (Hargab). 
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period of time, the rich pantheon of South Arabian gods disappeared; 
dedications to its gods appear tu h a ~ e  ceased, and their shrines, 
including the huge Awäm temple, to have been abandoned. The 
inscriptions were no Ionger addressed to the ancient astral gods such 
as Almaqah, 'Athtar, or Shams, but to a single deity, called the "Lord 
of Heaven" or the "Lord of Heaven and Earth," who is also called 
Rabmanan.42 

Debate amongst scholars continues as to whether this Hkyarite 
monotheism was, at least in the initial decades, influenced more by 
Christianity or by Judaism, or whether it may have rested on an inde- 
pendent political and even theological foundation in the form of some 
kind of Uimyarite Rahmanism." The fact that a Christian background 
has been assumed for at least the first years after the IJimyarite kings' 
conversion to monotheism is due largely to an account givec in 
Philostorgios' church history, accordirip to which Theophilos the 
Indian44 was sent by Constantius I1 (337-361) to the Himyarite court 
at Safär, where he spent some time at the beginning of the 340s, suc- 
ceeding not only in achieving the kings conversion but also in gaining 
his permission to build churches in three separate locations in Yemen.4' 
The account does not, however, identify the Himyarite king, nor do 
we havc any monotheistic inscriptions from this early period which 
could provide some form of evidence for the king's conversion to 
Chri~tianity.~ 

42 Other descriptions are "God, the Lord of Heaven" as weil as R&mänän with the 
attributes given above. See also the tables given by Gajda, "Debuts," 625~628, and 
Robin, "Judaisme," 170-173.-l'he first of the royal inscriptions containing a mono- 
theistic credo are the two building inscriptions of Malkikarib Yuha'min and his sons, 
dated to the year 383; see Müller, "Religion und Kult," 190-191. l'he first monotheis- 
tic inscription (YM 1950) was presented by Gajda, "Dibuts," 612, and has been trans- 
lated and commented upon in id., "Inscription." It dates to the year [37]3 or [36]3 and 
was made by tribal leaders from Sum'ay, who refer to 'Iha'rän Yuhan'im and his sons 
as their 1ords.-Recently, Robin "Himyar et Israel", 837 n. 35, has reported on a 
recently discovered inscription containing a monotheistic credo that has to be dated 
before the year of 355, see Nebes, "Märtyrer", 17 n. 45. 

43 See for example Müller, "Religion und Kult," 191, and Gajda, "Dkbuts," 620- 
621. Fora synopsis with detailed interpretation of the sources, see Robin, "Judaisme," 
170-172. 

* Müller, "'lheophilos," 1473. 
'' Philostorgios, Church Histoty 3.4-5. 

'Ihe find'igs from the Awäm temple in Märib show that Dhamar'ali Yuhabirr 
and Tha'rän Yuhan'im, the kings ruling at the time, still placed their dedications to 
Almaqah there, and even several years afier Theophilos' visit to the Himyarite court 
dedications to Almaqah continued to be placed there, as the (unpublished) inscription 
MQ Mahram Bilqis 1 shows, which is dated to 351 (461 of the Himyarite era). It may 

Contrastingly, a nurnber of factors do exist which Support the view 
that Himyarite monotheism was oriented towards Judaism from the 
outset. The first indication can be found in the name R&mänän itself. 
Although rabrnana means "m:.rciful" both in (Christian) Syro- 
Aramaic and in judeo-Aramaic, it iu  9nIy in the latter that it is com- 
monly used as a divine e~ithet ,"~ so ti.at it is not unreasonable to. 
assurne that the Ijimyar adopted Rahmänän and the conceptual theo- 
logical background associated with him from 1ewish'~ramaic and 
not from Christian Syriac.& It is true that in South Arabian usage, 
the name Rahmänän was also used to refer to the Christian God. AU 
of the conclusive evidence for this, however, Comes from the time 
after the Ethiopian invasion and the defeat of the Himyarite king 
Yiisuf. Thus we find the inscriptions of the Ethiopian king in Yemen, 
Abraha, beginning with the formula, "with the help of Kahmänän 
and his Christ," whi~h is sometimes extended to a trinity: "with ihe 
help of R&mänän and his Christ and the Holy Spirit."49 The fact that 
Rahmänän was used to refer to the Christian God at the time of 

very weli be that the conversion of the Himyar king described by Philostorgios, prob- 
ably Tha'ran Yuhan'im, was of short duration and, if ii exteriiled to others at all, only 
included the king's immediate entourage. 

" Rightly pointed out by Gajda, "Dibuts," 613, with n. 7, where she refers to 
Sokoloff, Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, 522; further examples for Babylo- 
nian Jewish-Aramaic may be found in Levy, Neuhebräisches und chaldäisches Wörter- 
buch, vol. 4, 440, and more recently in Sokoloff, Dictionary of Jewish Babylonian 
Aramaic, 1069-1070. 

* According to Geiger, "Jüdische Begriffe," 488-489, Syriac does not use rahmäna 
as a synonym for the trinitarian god except in the writings of Afrem-an obsemation 
which is borne out not only by the (few) entries in Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, 
vol. 2,3883; and Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 724a, but is aiso confirmed by the 
Syriac Nav Testament. in which the term rahrnänä is used not even 3nce. Instead, 
Syriac employs the term rnra~hrnänä to describe the merciful god, cf. Payne Smith, 
7hesaurw Syriacus, vol. 2,3884, and Rom 9:16 (alähä mrahhmänä). Further examples 
can be found in Kiraz, Concordance, vol. 4,2716, and in the second letter of Simeon 
of Beth Arsharn, in which Christian women are described as replying to Yüsufs 
demand that they abjure Christ and convert to Judaism: (da-)rnSihä alähaw wo-breehü 
da-rnrahhrnänä, "Christ is God and the Son of the Mercifui" (Shahid, Martyrs, XVII, 
20). The occurrences of rahmänä in the Aramaic Bible in Ex 34:6, PS 111:4, and 2 Chr 
30:9 (see Levy, Chaldäisches Wörterbuch über die Targumim, vol. 2,417b), where it is 
used in place of the Hebrew rabzirn, correspond to the use of rnrahbmänä, mrahhrnän 
and rahrntän in the Pshittä. 

49 See Ry 506/1, DA1 GDN 2002-2012-3, or C 54111-3, and, just as clearly Chris- 
tian, the inscriptions Ist 7608bis and Weiicome A 103664b, which were composed a 
few years earlier, after the Ethiopian victory over Yiisuf. 
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Abraha does make it probable, thnugh, that the name was familiar 
to South Arabian Christians alreaay before the Ethiopian invzsion." 

Now, upon a systematic examination of the monotheistic credos 
found in inscriptions of the fourth and fifth centuries, two main 
groups of texts can be distinguished. The first group includes all those 
inscriptions that cannot be clearly identified with either one of the 
two great religions and contain no specifically Jewish or Christian 
connotations other than the name Rahmänän andlor terms such as 
"Lord of Heaven (and Earth)." It is noticeable that all the proclama- 
tions by Bimyarite kings stemming from the period under discussion 
fall into this categ~ry.~' The second group, which is considerably 
smaller, includes those inscriptions that were made by South Arabians 
professing the Jewish faith. 'ihus an inscription from Zafär, dating 
from the last quarter of the fourth century, describes how a "priirate 
citizen" named Yehüdä Yakkaf had built his house with the htip of 
the Lord of Heaven and Earth. It is not just the name of the founder 
which shows that this expression can o d y  refer to the Jewish God 
but also the fact that the invocation includes the people of Israel." 

As the above example demonstrates, Sabean texts with an unam- 
biguously Jewish background can be shown to have existed from a 
relatively early date, whereas evidence of texts exhibiting a clearly 
Christian diction is lacking. Thus, at the end of the fourth century, 
South Arabia became home to Jewish comrn~ni t i e s~~  and South 

To date this has not been proven by inscriptions from Christian circles in the 
Tihäma and Najrän. One possible clue is given by the building inscription of an Ethio- 
pian delegation in Safär made at the time of Marthad'ilän Yanüf (Gar AY 9d), whose 
introductory formula c d s  upon R&mänän, Lord of Heaven. Robin's assurnption that 
rahmänä, as used in the first epistle of Simeon of BEth Arsham (Guidi, "Lettera di 
Simeone," 3,131 and in the Book ojthe Himyarites (Moberg, Book ojfhe Himyarites, 
13a, 23), also refers to the Christian God (see Robin, "Judaisme," 114-115) cannot be 
upheld because the passages mentioned refer to Yusuf s words stating that the Chris- . 
tians believed Fesus to be the "son of the Mercihl." As shown by the Passage from 
Simeon's second epistle quoted in n. 48, Christian Syriac expresses the rnercifui God 
with the term mra$hmäth. 

51 See, for example, Gar Bayi al-Ashwd 2, R 3383, C 540. In this context, Robin, 
"Judaisme," 105 and 153-154, speaks of a monotheism "sans parti pris explicite," 
which was only declared to be part of Judaism under the reign of Yüsuf. 

52 Gar Bayi al-Ashwal 113: W-b-slt j'bhw / yir'l, "and with the prayers of his tribe 
of Israel"; see also Müller, "Religion und Kult," 190 and Robin, "Himyar et Israel," 
848, for more details. Further inscriptions containing credos that are unambiguously 
Jewish or exhibit a Jewish background are mentioned in Gajda, "Dkbuts," 619, nn. 18 
and 19 and Robin, "Ijimyar et Israel," 843-844 and 882-890. 

53 Ahroni, YemeniteJewty, 47-48, claims that the strong influence which Judaism 
had on the Himyarites' conversion is evidence that the Yemenite Jews of the time were 
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Arabian clans professing J ~ d a i s m . ~ ~  If we go by the testimony of 
Philostorgios' church history, Judaism had become cstablished even 
at an earlier d i ~ t e . ~ ~  On the basis of these findings, then, it seems ver= 
likely (and this is the currently prevailing view) that the Hiiiiyarite 
monotheism evidenced by the ruit;c' inscriptions was in the begin- 
ning influenced by Judaism rather thail by Chri~tianity.~~ 

This supposition is supported by a number of political factors that 
can be located on the opposite side of the Bäb al-Mandab, in Africa. 
King 'Ezana of Aksum, whose titles bear witness to his claim to the 
South Arabian territories of Saba' and Himyar, converted to 
Christianity in the late 340s. He did so quite openly, as may be Seen 
from his epigraphic and numismatic self-portrayals. One of his post- 
conversion inscriptions describes him as a "servant of Christ,"57 and 
his coins display Christian sy~nbols.~~ It is thus quite understandable 
to find the Himyar joining the other form of monotheism a short 
time later, if only as an ideological countermeasure against their 

not ludaized Arabs" but rather members of "those Jewish communities in Yemen 
that had been poputated by the descendants of Jewish exiles" (ibid.). 

54 In the context of a recently published bilingual HebrewlAramaic-Sabean funer- 
ary inscription from Israel, Sima has stressed that ijimyarite Judaism was in no way 
an isolated phenomenon, but one which formed an integral Part of the Jewish world; 
See Nebe/Sima, "Grabinschrift," esp. the reference to the better known Greek funerary 
inscription from Beth She'arim on p. 80-81 (details are given in Ahroni, Yemenite 
Jewry, 40-41), and the Aramaic funerary inscription from Zoar, both of which docu- 
ment the burial in Paiestine of Jewish Ijimyarites, which has recently been extensively 
discussed by Robin, "Yimyar et Israel," 836-841 and 890-892. 

55 According to Pilostorgius, Church Histoty 3.4, "amongst them [i.e., those known 
in former times as Sabeans, but now known as Homerites] there was a substantiai 
number of Jews." For information concerning the tradition according to which Jewish 
communities had immigrated to South Arabia before the destruction of the Temple 
in 587 BCB, See Ahroni, Yemenite Jewty, 25-27. 

56 This raises the question of why Jewish tradition, and especiaiiy the Mishnah and 
the Talmud, makes no mention of Ijirnyante kings who had converted to Judaism or 
of Yüsuf, who clearly professed the Jewish faith. Two possible answers have been 
proposed by Robin, "Judaiisme," 152-153, and Robin "Yirnyar et Israel," 855. For the 
"new religious political concept resulting from the king's conversion to Judaism that 
has been ascribed to the Himyarite kir.gs by Robin, "Himyar et Israel," 861 and pas- 
sim, see the comments given by Nebes, "Märtyrer," 20 n. 60. 

57 RIE I, no. 271110; for details on 'Ezana's pagan and Christian inscriptions, see 
Brakmann, "Axomis," 747?751. 

58 'ihus 'Ezana replaced the pagan crescent moon with the Christian Cross on his 
gold coinage, while apparently being more conservative when it came to the silver 
coinage used domesticdy. For details See Brakmann, "Axomis," 750-751, with fur- 
ther references. 
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traditionai Aksumite rivals and in order to stem the growing influence 
of the Byzantine Empire in the regim. 

We oniy have indirect information about another event belonging 
in this context, from a source composed in Old Ethiopic and display- 
ing profound familiarity with the situation in South Arabia, which 
implies that it derives from local South Arabian t r a d i t i ~ n . ~ ~  According 
to this source, at the time of the Uimyarite king Shur&bilil Yakkaf 
(mentioned in a building inscription in Safär dated to 472") a 
Christian priest called Azqir attempted to proselytize in Najrän, upon 
which he was seized by the local Himyarite nobility and sent to the 
royal Court for sentencing. In Zafär he is said to have engaged in 
debate with Jewish scholars as well as with the king, who subsequently 
had him sent back to Najrän to be executed. 

The Ijimyarite king's actions can hardly be regarded as exhibiting 
any particular sylnpathy cowards Christians. It would be wrong, h..w- 
ever, to speak of a fuil-scale persecution oi Christians taking place at 
this time. Without a doubt, the conflicts twenty years later, in the 
520s, were of a quite different order: Yüsuf systematically repressed 
the Christians and their Ethiopian supporters in Zafär, Najrän, Märib, 
the Tihäma, the western lowlands, and in Hadramawt. Nevertheless, 
the confiict cannot be explained merely in terms of the rivalry between 
South Arabian Jews and Christians. One must also consider that the 
internal political situation at the begjnning of the sixth century had 
changed fundamentally since the reign of Shur&bi'il Yakkaf. 

Ma'dikurib's Pro-Byzantine Orientation 

Although the information provided by the sources is far from detailed, 
their message, when seen in the context of later developments, is 
relatively clear and points to a rapprochement between the uimyar 
of Safär on the one hand, and Aksum and their Byzantine protectors 
on the other, a development that must have taken place at the begin- 
ning of the sixth century. 'Ihe policies of Ma'dikarib Ya'fur, Yüsuf s 
immediate predecessor on the Himyarite throne,6l in particular were 

59 Müller, "Himyar," 311, and id., "Religion und Kult,"191-192. The Ethiopian 
text has been published by Conti Rossini ("Docurnento," 728-738). More literature is 
given by Fiaccadori, "Homerites," 58 n. 69. 

C537 + R4719. 
Ca. 519-522; see Beaucamp et al., "Persecution," 75. 

quite noticeably pro-Byzantine. Authentie evidence of this Comes 
from a rock inscnption found well over one thousand kilometers to 
the north nf Zafär in central Arabia, which states that Ma'dikarib 
Ya'fur fought a campaign against rebellious Bedouin t r i b e ~ . ~ ~  In itself 
this information is not especially surprising, giveii that such cam- 
paigns had been part of Ijimyarite po!icy since the begiming of the 
fifth ~ e n t u r y . ~ ~  What is of particular intercst for our context, however, 
is the fact that the Himyarite king is said to have fought against the 
Lakhmid ruler, Mundhir 111, a Persian ally, and to have been sup- 
ported by Bedouin auxiliaries who were usually found siding with 
the Byzantine empire. 

A short Passage from the Syriac acts of the martyrs is relevant to 
this point. The second epistle of Simeon of BBth Arsham, which 
describes the persecution and martyrdom of the Christians of Najran 
a few years later, m&es mention of a Christian woman frum one of 
Najrän's foremost families called Ruhm; she is said to have lent 
Ma'dikarib Ya'fur, Yüsuf s predecessor, the sum of 12,000 dinars when 
he was in difficulties, and to have cancelled the debt when he was 
later unable to repay her.64 

Such a clearly pro-Byzantine attitude on the Part of the last 
Yimyarite king before Yüsuf cannot be c~incidenta l .~~ n ie  sources 

" The inscription at hand is Ry 510 nt Ma'sal al-Jumh, which is 240 km to the West 
of Riyadh; See Beaucamp et ai., "Perskution," 75. 

63 'Ihus the rock inscription that Abükarib As'ad had made one hundred years 
before at the Same place (Ry 509) telis of the uimyarites' first great campaign in cen- 
tral Arabia against the Ma'add, through which the Kinda monarchs of the house Kkil 
ai-murär were set up as client kings; for details on this, see Robin, "Royaume hujride." 
Islamic tradition has it that in the Course of his campaigns, Abükarib As'ad also 
besieged Yathrib and was converted to Judaism by the rabbis of the Iocd Jewish tribes; 
See Müller, "Himyar," 308, and Newby, History, 38. 

64 Shahid, Martyrs, XXVII, 6-10. The Syriac text misspeiis the uimyarite king's 
name as m'dwkrm. lhe episode can also be found in the Book of tke Himyarites; this 
is the report referred to by Müller, "Himyar," 312. For the name Ruhm, see Müller, 
Review, 184. 

65 Indications of a rapprochement can be found as eariy as the time of Marthad'ilän 
Yanüf, who probably reigned between 500 and 518 (See Beaucamp et al., "Perskcu- 
tion," 73-75). If we are to foilow Robin, "Royaume hujride," 696, in identifying the 
Arethas mentioned by Photios 4 t h  fhc Kindite Härith b. 'Amr b. Hujr, with whom 
the Byzantine Empire concluded a peace treaty in 502, then we rnay suppose this 
treaty to have been concluded, if not at the instigation, then at least with the express 
agreement of the Himyar and their king, Marthad'ilän Yanüf, during whose reign we 
know there to have been an Ethiopian presence in Zafär. There exists a building 
inscription dating from 509 (Gar AY 9d) made by an Ethiopian delegation which 
erected a house in Zafär that names this king as their lord. 
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provide only indirect information as to the degree to which it rnay 
have been fostered by Byzantium and its Aksumite protegk and the 
means they rnay have used. It rnay be supposed that Byzantine interest 
in the Himyar was at that time centered less upon the South Arabian 
ports than on the tribes of Central Arahia under their protection, 
whom the Byzantine Empire sought to wii; over so as to counter the 
central and northeast Arabian tribes fighting on the Persian side. 
However, whether Byzantine influence extended so far as to mean 
that the king before Yüsuf, Ma'dikarib Ya'fur, was installed on the 
throne by them at the time of the first Ethiopian invasion-which 
took place probably around the year 519-can not be determined on 
the basis of the sources currently a~ai lable .~~ 

We can, however, be fairly certain that it was around this time that 
ihe first Ethiopian intervention in Sou:h Arabia took pla~e,6~ and that 
it was this intervention which was to lead Ma'dikarib Y acfur to pursue 
a decidedly pro-Byzantine political Course. We also know that this 
pro-Byzantine policy of the Uimyarite court in Safär went much too 
far for a niimber of the powerful tribal federations in South Arabia, 
and indeed provoked a massive counter-reaction on their part. It is 
important to note that this counter-movement was supported not by 
factions at the Himyarite court in Zafär nor by the tribes from the 
central Yeineni highlands but rather by the Yaz'anids, a tribe located 
far to the southeast of the Himyarite heartland,68 whose territorial 
sway extended from the central highlands in the west to the western 
fringes of the vadramawt plateau and the coast, including the ancient 
port city of Qana'. The Y az'anids were supported by the Banü Gadanim 
of Märib and the Ghayrnän from the region east of Sanaa, in other 

This is maintained by Beaucamp et al., "Persecution," 75-76. Details of the first 
invasion are still unknown. If indeed there was a rapprochement between the Himyar 
and Ethiopia and the Byzantine Empire during the reign of Marthad'ilän Yanüf (see 
the previous footnote), the latter can hardly have been the object of an Ethiopian 
invasion. 

" X i s  has already been dearly shown by de Blois, "Date," 118, with references to 
the Book ofthe Himyarites (Moberg, Book of the Himyarites, 3b, 19), which reads 
m-ilhön qabmciytti, "their [i.e., yaywänä's and the Ethiopians'] first coming." 

" The three large inscriptions summarizing Yüsuf s military endeavors-Ry 507, 
Ry 508, and J 1028-show that Yüsuf was supported by the Yaz'an tribai federation 
and that Yaz'anid tribai leaders were heavily involved in his campaigns. The Book of 
the Himyarites, too, identifies one of Yüsufs commanders (bad men rabbay 
Saylawwäfeh) as dwyzn, a clear reference to the clan name dhü Yaz'an; see Moberg, 
Book of the Himyarites, 25b, 28, and the glossary thereof, LXXXVIIf. 
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words, by formerly powerful Sabean clans and tribal federations who 
had long ceased to play an important role under Yirayarite r ~ l e . ~ ~  

Yüsuf dhü Nuwäs and the Anti-Christinn Back:-nslr 

The central figure in this conflict who was to lead the Yaz'anid coun- 
ter-movement was King Yüsuf, known in Arabic tradition as Dhü 
Nu~äs .~O With regard to Yüsuf as a person, the literary sources tell 
us little of historical value. The Syriac and Greek acts of the martyrs 
understandably present him in a far from positive light.'l Later Arabic 
writers portray Yiisuf much more favorably. Since it was he who 
organized local resistance against the Ethiopian occupiers, his per- 
sonality assumes a rnarkedly national component that makes him 
acceptable to Arabic t r a d i t i ~ n . ~ ~  Genuine information about Yüsuf as 
an historical figure rnay be found in the three iarge rock in .criptions 

69 The Yaz'anides pursued a successful policy of alliances throughout the 6fth cen- 
tury, establishing links with a nurnber of formerly influential clans. The Yaz'anid 
inscriptions rnay still be found some hundred kilometers northeast of Sanaa in the 
upper part of the Jaw? (MAFRAY Abu Thawr 4). 

'@ The naine is rrobably a clan name (see below), which popular Arab tradition 
later transmuted to a cognomen meaning "the one with the curls" (cf. Nashwän b. 
Sa'id al-Uimyari, Shams al-'ulüm, vol. 10,6797). According to Hishäm b. Mdwnrnad 
al-Kalbi, the true (South Arabian) name was Zur'a b. ijassan (see Caskel, Camharat 
an-nasab, vol. 2, 612). The name Zur'a appears in a fragmentary Sabean building 
inscription from Qäff (Ist 7608bisl12: zr'f / d-rnr(ibm) which must have been made 
very shortly after Ella A~beha's victory, since it names both the Ethiopian king and 
the client king he installed, Simyafa' Ashwa' (see below), together with introductory 
and concluding Christian formulae. Ei Zur'a must, however, have been a completely 
different person. 

Both versions avoid the biblical name, Yösep. In the Martyrium Sancti Arethae, 
par. 1, Yüsuf is called by his clan name Aouvatq (see below), wliile in both of Simeon 
of Beth Arsham's epistles he is addressed neutrally as malkä and malkä da-vmiräyt? 
(see, for exarnple, Guidi, "Lettera di Simeone," 7,12 of the Syriac text) or pejoratively 
as raSSi'ä Yüdäyä (Shahid, Martyrs, III,5, among others). The Book ofthe Himyarites 
gives his name as M a s ~ q ,  although with the orthogaphic peculiarity that it is written 
upside down (see Moberg, Book of the Himyarites, pl. 5, X E ,  1.4, XXr, -2), which 
rnay be indicative of a later emendation. Masrüq is also the form given in the intro- 
ductory Passage of the Syriac translation of a hymn by Johannes Psaltes in praise of 
the vimyarite martyrs (Schröter, "Trostschreiben," 403,l. 3 of the Syriac text) and by 
the eleventh-century Chronicle ofSe'ert (Scher, "Histoire Nestorienne," 331. 4). The 
name is definitely not Syriac and was presurnably translated into Arabic; for a possible 
interpretation, see Shahid, Martyrs, 263. Further names rnay be found in Müller, 
"Himyar," 313. 

72 B u s  already Nöldeke, Geschichte, 175 (continuation of n. 3). 
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mentioned ab0ve,7~ which one of his commanders had made during 
the blockade of Najrän. 

Already Yüsuf s name m d  titles express a political agenda: "King 
Yüsuf As'ar Yath'ar, king of all the t~ibes.''~* His name is givrn without 
a patronymic, which is unusual, but incluü2s two Sabean cognomens 
presumably meaning "he who takes vengeance" and "he who remains." 
Both terms evidently refer to earlier events, most probably the con- 
flicts that took place between Yüsuf and his followers and the 
Ethiopians during their first i n v a ~ i o n . ~ ~  The name Yüsuf itself has 
similarly clear connotations; it was uncommon in ancient South 
Arabia76 and must have been borrowed from the H e b r e ~ ; ~ ~  it therefore 
amounted to a definite political Signal in support of a Jewish type of 
monothei~m.~~ The royai titles by which the inscriptions refer to Yüsuf 

73 See n. 68 above. 
74 'ihus J 102811: mlkn / yw$/ 's'r/ yl'r / mlk / kl / 'S'bn. See also Ry 50711 which 

contains the spelling ysf, and Ry 50812 which shortens the title by omitting yf'r / mlk 
/ kl / 'J'bn. 

75 'ihis may be what is referred to in the second epistie of Simeon of Beth Arsham 
(Shahid, Martyrs, M, 3-6) by the words ascribed to Maiya, one of the maids of 
ArethaslI$%rith b. Ka'b, shortly before her execution, according to which the Ethio- 
pians vanquished the yimyar or their (rebellious) tribal a i e s  whiie Yüsuf managed 
to avoid certain death through the help of a merchant from uira (see also Martyrium 
Sancti Arethae, par. 2). 

76 With respect to yjfused as a name of buildings, Sima in NebeISima, "Grabin- 
schrift," 83, n. 52, argues for a Sabean derivation of the name from the root wSf. The 
morphology alone is against this argument, since among the frequent occurrences of 
the irnperfed yjfn-, we find no examples in which the W s u ~ v e s  in writing; this makes 
it liiely that one must assume a two-radical basis for this root in 01, which is difficult 
to reconcile 5 t h  ywifas a basis. As regards the prefix conjugation of I W in Sabean, 
which is formed just as in Arabic, See Stein, Untersuchungen, 189-190. 

" nie  Hebrew YosSf was either taken over into Sabean as Yösif, or it remained in 
its original Hebrew form (cf. de Blois, "Date," 123, n. 2). The versions of the name 
used here foUow the traditional Arabic reading. 

78 The generai Consensus to date is that Yüsuf came from the clan of the Yaz'an 
(see, for instance, Müller, "Himyar," 313, and Fiaccadon, "Homerites," 61-62 n. 85), 
yet no clear epigraphic evidence for this exists, nor does Arab, andin particular Yeme- 
nite tradition ascribe such a provenance to him. I am indebted to Dr Muhammad 'Ali 
as-Salärni (Sanaa) for first drawing my attention to the possibility that the cognomen 
dhuNuwas could possibly derive from the Sabean clan name d-nSm. This clan, men- 
tioned in the rnid-Sabean period as having been associated with the Ghaymän (see, 
for instance, J 62612, NNAG 1715', C 68/l), with whom it seems to have concluded an 
alliance, came from the region of today's Ghaymän, about fifteen kilometers east of 
Sanaa. interpretation would shed light on the (accusative!) form Aouvaav found 
in the Martyrium Sancti Arethae (e.g., in par. 1) which would thus not be a misread- 
ing of the Syriac dwyzn (as suggested by Müller, "Himyar," 313) but rather a clan 
name like Na's. 
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also depart from traditional nomenclature. In place of the lengthy 
title used by the Ifimyarite kings since the days cf Ab.;!arib As'ad, 
"king of Saba' and dhu Raydäli, of Hadramawt and Yamnat, and of 
the Arabs of the highlands and lowlands," Yusuf s title is given simply 
as "king of all the t r i b e ~ . " ~ ~  On account of this it has been suggested, 
probably not without some justification, that his accession to the 
throne was not legitimate. Whether Arab tradition is correct in main- 
taining that he used ~i l~lence  to remove his predecessor, MaKdikarib,80 
is a question that cannot be answered with certainty given the avail- 
able source material.*l 

Yüsufs first campaigns were directed against the Ethiopians in 
Safär, where he burned down the church and killed the priests and 
presumably the military guarding them as weil. He then turned his 
attention to the western coastal lowlands of the Tihäma, engaging 
the Ethiopian units stationed there and the Christian tribes allied 
with them. He burned down the church o; the coastal town of 
al-Mukhä' (Sab. mbwn), and continued to move along the coast as 
far as Maddabän (mdbn), the fortress which was to give the straits 
the name by which they are known today, the Bäb al-Mandab. There, 
he blocked the entrance to the harbor with chains so as to thwart the 
Ethopians' imminent landing. While he himself stayed in Maddabän 
to awa.it the invasion fleet under Kaleb Ella Asbeha, he dispatched 
one of his generals, Sharahil Yaqbul, to Najrän, where he was to 
blockade the caravan route to the northeast of the town leading to 
Qaryat al-Faw and to eastern Arabia, so as to put economic pressure 
on the city. These hostilities took place between the years 522 and 
523 and lasted some thirteen months. All this information is given 
by the three dated inscriptions which Sharab'il Yaqbul placed at a 
prominent spot on the caravan route to eastern Arabia, some 90 to 
130 km northeast of Najrän?2 

From the end of line 1 of Ist 7608bis we can deduce that Simyafa' Ashwa', the 
client king installed by E h  Asbe$a, revived the use of the traditionai titles. 

" See the extract from at-Sabari, Ta'rikh ar-nrsul, vol. 1,918-920. (in Nöldeke, 
Geschichte, 174-176). 

'' Beaucamp et al., "Perskution," 76. 
'"eir contents are summarized in Beaucamp et ai., "Pers~cution," 34-36. 
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The Events in Najrän 

These are the last Himyarite epigraphic sources we have for several 
years, so that we are forced to rely on Christian sources for informa- 
tion concerning the events subsequently taking place and around 
Najrän. Besides the Greek version of the Martyrium Sancti Arethae 
and the surviving fragments of the Syriac Book of the Himyarites, 83 

the most important of these are the two Syriac letters cf Sim:nrl of 
Beth Arsham, a Monophysite bishop from Me~opotamia.'~ Both these 
letters are of the utmost significance, not least because the accounts 
they contain were evidently written close to the time the events in 
Najrän took placeF5 Furthermore, both letters are dated, allowing us 
to determine absolute dates for the time-span involved and thus to 
establish a chronology of the events in Najrän as well as those preced- 
ing them.86 The persecution and killing of the Christians in Naji an 

" This title was first introduced by Moberg, aithough a title along the lines of *The 
Book of the vimyarite Martyrs" would be more in keeping with the work's con- 
tents. 

Died in Constantinople in 548 (see Bruns, "Simeon," 641-642). 
At the time of the writing of his first letter, Simeon was a member of a Byzantine 

delegation stayiilg at the camp of the 1,aMimid ruler Mundhir at Ramla near Hira 
when a messenger arrived with a letter from Yüsuf describing the persecution of 
Christians in Najrän and more or less advising Mundhir to deal with the Christians 
under his rde  in a simiar fashion. n ie  second letter, which is also ascribed to Simeon, 
was composed in the Ghassanid residente at G&a on the Yarmuk. It was written just 
a few months later (for the date, see the foilowing note) and contains new information 
from Najrän as well as that known fmm the first letter. As Ryckmans' thorough anal- 
ysis has shown, Simeon's first epistle has to be regarded as the most important docu- 
ment, from which are derived not only major episodes contained in his second letter 
but also the first part of the Greek Martyrium Sancti Arethae (Ryckmans, "Confronta- 
tion"). 

86 The beginning of the first epistle (Guidi, "Lettera di Simeone," 1-2 of the Syriac 
text) states that Simeon and his companions left Hira on fanuary 20 of the Seleucid 
year 835, which corresponds to January/Febniary 524, and that they reached Mun- 
dhii's camp at Ramla some ten days later. There Simeon was present when Yüsuf s 
letter describing his actions against the Christians in Najrän was read out. Tnis infor- 
mation agrees with the date the Greek Acts of the Martyrs give for Arethas' execution 
in Najran severd months earlier, in October 523; it also corresponds to the inforrna- 
tion in Simeon's second letter (Shd.id, Martyrs, XVIII, 1Of.). according to which a 
number of women were rnartyred in Najrän in November 523. For the details of the 
argument, see de Blois, "Date," 111-1 14. The date given in the text of the second let- 
ter, the Seleucid year 830 (Shahid, Martyrs, XXXi, 24), differs from this information 
and has supported the debate as to whether the persecution of the Christian women 
in Najrän should be dated to 523 or 518 and thus also whether the Himyarite period 
should be Seen as having begun in 110 BCE or in 115 BCE. AS de Blois, "Date," 114, has 
convincingly shown, the date in the text of the letter can be put down to a simple 
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took place in the autumn of 523, and, as we know from the dates 
given in the rock inscriptions, the blockade of the Caravan routes to 
the northeast began a few months earlier, in June and j~ ly .~ '  

As far as events taking place in Najrän are concerned, we learn 
from the second letter that the king himself eventudly arrived itfter 
a protracted siege and offered to guaraifee that the Christians wquld 
not be harmed if they surrendered the city to him; a particularly 
significant detail in this description is that the king made his oath in 
the presence of rabbis frorn Tiberias, swearing on the Torah, the 
Tables of the Law and the Ark of the Covenant. n ie  citizens of Najrän 
surrendered to him, but Yüsuf failed to keep his oath. After overpow- 
ering some three hundred leading Christians, he ordered the bones 
of the bishops who were buried in Najrän to be exhumed and col- 
lected in the church, where he had them burned together with the 
laity and clerics." The Iitter goes on to describe a number of individual 
and collective martyrdoms of prominent believers from all classes 
and of all ages, among whom we find a noticeably high proportion 
of women. Although, given the literary genre, one has to critically 
examine the report's historical accuracy, it does show an astonishing 
degree of farniliarity with the situation, topography, and onomastics 
of South Arabia,89 so that its authenticity cannot be ruled out in 
advance. 

'Ihe description of the aged Arethas, or Härith ibn Ka'b in Arabic, 
being led before Yüsuf and boasting of having always stood his ground 
like a man and of having killed one of Yüsuf s relatives in single 
combat is hardly that of a pious Christian eagerly awaiting martyrdom 
and asking God to forgive his persecutors. 'Ihe same uärith then 
continues in this vein, saying that he would have preferred to face 
the Himyar king together with his followers and with a sword in his 
hand, but that his fellow Christians had barred the gates and not let 
him out; the picture reveals an attitude more in keepiiig with an 
ancient Arabian tribal sheikh whose ideal of honor in such situations 
was to die in battle. 

oversight on the part of the scnbe who must have failed to notice the last digit in the 
number of the year and wrote tlatma wa---in insteadof tlii&zä wa-tkilin W-hammd 
(Shahid, Martyrs, ibid.). 

Ry 508 from Kawkab is dated to the month of dhü Qiyäzän (June) 633 of the 
Himyarite period; Ry 507 and Ja 1028 from Bi'r ijimä are dated to the rnonth of dhü 
Madhra'än (july) 633 of the uimyarite period. 

Shahid, Martyrs, V, 6ff.1'45-47. 
Müller, Review, 182-1 85, gives a number of examples. 
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Härith's words, which we have summarized from the account given 
in the second Syriac letter of Simenri>O allow us attempt a few cau- 
tious conclusions concerning the internal politics of Najrän and the 
situation of the Christians there. It would appear that Najrän was not 
entirely or even pre-dominantly Christian, but rather was home to 
merely a substantial Christian community. 'Ihis is indicated by the 
number of martyrs, which Simeon gives as two t h o u ~ a n d ; ~ ~  even if 
Simeon's figures are exaggerated, they amount only to part o i  che 
probable population of the city and the oasis at the time. An additional 
consideration is the fact that blockading the Caravan routes to eastern 
Arabia, at a distance of some ninety kilometers or more, would have 
made no sense if the intention had really been to deal a death-blow 
to the oasis. A more likely explanation is that what was intended was 
a drastic demonstration to the leading citizens, both Christian and 
non-Christian, that they could be hit hard in economic terms aL iny 
time, simply by cutting the trade routes. The rationale behind the 
embargo might thus have been an attempt to stir up Najran's non- 
Christian inhabitants against the Christians. 

If, in conclusion, we turn to the hold Christianity had established 
in Najrän, we find that it had a far shorter history than might be 
expected from the special place Najrän had always enjoyed amongst 
South Arabian oasis towns. There had been, so Simeon's letter teils 
us, just two bishops in Najrän. Mär Pawlos, the first bishop, had lost 
his life in an earlier wave of persecution in Zafär and was buried in 
Najrän; the second bishop, of the Same narne, was already dead when 
Najran s~rrendered.~~ One revealing marginal detail is that both bish- 
ops had been consecrated by Philoxenos of Mabbüg, a leading figure 
of the Syrian Orthodox C h ~ r c h , ~ ~  which makes it likely that 
Christianity in Najrän was of a markedly anti-Chalcedonian bent.94 

The persecution and martyrdom of the Christians of South Arabia 
aroused strong feelings throughout Eastern Christianity-and not just 
there. We find an echo of the events of the time in the Qur'an, where 
Q 85:4 mentions the whäb al-ukhdiid, i.e., the "companions of the 

Shahid, Martyrh XII, 1 lff.150-51. 
91 Shahid, Martyrs, VII, 11147; XXXII, 15/64, other figures are given in Müller, 

"Himvar." 314. and Fiaccadori, "Homerites," 78. - -- 
92 khahid. Martyrs, VI, 17ff.146 
93 Bmns, "Philoxenus, " 577-578. 
94 For further information about Christianity in Najrän, see Müller, "Himyar," 

310-312. 

pit." Comrnentators of the Qur'an have frequently seen this as being 
a reference to the Christian martyrs of Najrän burned alive by Dhu 
N u ~ ä s . 9 ~  

l h e  Second Aksu~,:;te Invasion 

Not the least significant effect of the persecution of the South Arabian 
Christians was that it provided the Aksumite king, Kaleb Ella Asbeha, 
with the justification he needed to mount a large-scale offensive, sup- 
ported logisticdy by the Byzantine Empire. W s  attack began in the 
year 525 and ended (as all the sources agree) with the overthrow and 
death of Yüsuf and the subsequent occupation of much of Yemen by 
Ethiopian troops. According to the "Life of Gregentiu~"?~ who was 
sent as bishop to Zafär Gmmediately after the Ethiopian conquest, the 
Ethiopian king set abo. ~t reorganizing both the political and the eccle- 
siastical state of affairs, beginning with the restoration of the damaged 
churches and the foundation of others; three new churches each were 
established in Najrän and Zafär a l~ne.~ '  The South Arabian sources 
can also be supplemented with information given by Procopios. In 
accordance with the custom of Aksurnite rulers, Ella Asbeha instated 
a local client king, called Esimiphaios ( E o i p i ~ ~ i o ~ ) ? ~  We hear of him 
by the name of Simyafa' Ashwa' iq the fragmentary building inscrip- 
tion mentioned above, which also contains both the Christian formula 
of the Trinity and the name of king Ella Asbeha.99 The inscription 
erected at Märib, composed in vocalized Ancient Ethiopic and of 
which only three fragments are preserved, probably originates from 
Ella Asbeha himself;loO from it we learn that he had burned down 
Märib's old royal palace, known as Salhin.lol 

95 Paret, ''Ashäb al-ukhdud," and, for instance, al-Tabari, Ta'rikh ar-rusul, vol. 1, 
920,l. 

96 Pollmann, "Gregentius:' 289, and Fiaccadori, "Gregentius," 889-891; See the 
new edition and translation given by Berger, Saint Gregentios, 187-410. 

97 Shahid, "Byzantium," 38 and 43, Fiaccadori, "Homerites," 51, and Berger, Saint 
Gregentios, 394-395 = Bios 9.146- 155. 

98 Procopios, Wars 1.20. 
Ist 7608bis (see n. 79 above). 

Iao Müller, "Bruchstüdce." As emphasized in Müller, "Himyar," 316, these frag- 
ments are of particular significance for literary history, since they contain a number 
of quotations from the psalms which confirm the great antiquity of the Ethiopic trans- 
lation of the Bible. 

lol DIE 1 + 2/18. 
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Towards the end of this turbulent decade, we find a text which was 
not composed by the victorious Christian side but by the losing side 
in this conflict. It is an epigraph that has been known since the begin- 
nings of Sabean studies, located on the rock of Husn al-Ghuräb, the 
"castle of the ravens," many hundrt cis of kilometers away from &fär 
on the shores of the Indian Ocean.lo2 The castie rock dominates the 
ancient port city of Qana', which once played a pivotal role in tradmg 
with India and in the incense trade of South Arabia.lo3 The inscription 
itself dates from 530, i.e., five years afier the great Ethiopian invasion. 
It describes the restoration of the castle, detailing the reconstruction 
of the W&, gate, cisterns, and approach route. What is most revealing, 
however, is the context within which this work is said to have taken 
place. 'Ihe improvements are said to have been performed after the 
yersons who had commissioned the inscription-as I understand the 
text-had returned from Tihäma [= the territory of Babashat, i.e., of 
the Abyssinian~]~~~ and the Ethiopians had occupied the country, at 

C 621: (1) smyf / 'Sw'l W-bnyhw / Jrhb'l / ykml /  W-m'dkrb / yp/ bny / lhy't (2) 
yrbm / 'lht / kl'n / W-d-yz'n / W-gdnm ... (6) ... sfrw / &I / d n d n  / b-' (7) rn / mwyt / 
k--Wbhw /gn9thw / W-blpw / W-m'glfhw / W-mnqlthw ( 8 )  k-s4n'w / bhw / k-gb'w / bn 
/ 'rd / FbSt / W-'syw / 'hbJn / nf(9) tn / b-'rd / Fmym / k-hrgw / mlk / hmyrm / 
W-'qwlhw / 'hmrn / W-'rhbn (10) wrbhw / d-hltn / d-1-'rby / W-s_t / m'hn / hrfm. 
"(1) Simyafa' Ashwa' and his sons Shur&binil Yakmul and Ma'dikarib Ya'fur, [d of 
them] sons of L&ayyCatt (2) Yurkhii, of [the clans] Kal'än, Yaz'an, Gadanum [here 
follow the narnes of thirty more dans and tribes] (6) have made this inscription (7) at 
the mountain castle of Mäwiyat, when they restored it, [in particular,] its wd, its gate, 
its cisterns, and its approach route, (8) when they barricaded themselves there after 
having returned from the territory of [or, of the] Habashat, and had met multitudes 
of Abyssinians (9) in the land of the ijimyar, after they [i.e., the Abyssinians] had 
kiiied the king of the Yimyar and his tribal leadirs from !$iyar and R&batän (the 
region north of Sanaa]. (10) Its [i.e., the inscription's] date of writing is [the month 
of7 dhü Hillatän of the year 640." 

lo3 For information on the archeology of Qana', See Sedov, "Qana." 
'* Admittediy, any historical understanding of this inscription will depend sig- 

nificantly on how the expression 'rd / hMt is understood. The generally accepted opin- 
ion today is that 'rd / FbJt refers to Ethiopia (see, most recently, Beaucamp et al., 
"Pers6cution," 37, arid Müller, "HabaSät," 949). Beeston ("vabashat,* 6) and, before 
him, V. Wissrnann (Geschichte und Landeskunde, 66-67) have suggested that 'rd / kbSt 
(the "territory of I of the Ijabashat") does not necessarily refer to die Ethiopian heart- 
land on the opposite side of the Bäb al-Mandab but might equaliy weil refer to the 
western coast of South Arabia (or at least parts thereoo, which the Ethiopians had 
occupied (the evidence adduced by V. Wissmann does not, however, corroborate his 
thesis). Müller ("Abessinier," 159) mentions the problem but does not pursue it any 
further. E 1917 clearly shows that hbSt does not mean the Ethiopian heartland in 
geographical terms, but has to be understood as a political ethnic entity, referring to 
the Abyssinian troops in the Tihäma. B i s  inscription contains an account of a cam- 
paign fought under 'llsharh Y&&b around the middle of the third century "against 
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the time when they had killed the king of the Himyar and his tribal 
leaders. 

Questions as to why this inscription was to be foul?d w k r e  it was 
and, above ail, why it was made when it was msde hat: been the 
subject of much speculation. Even though it is generally agreed today 
that Simyafa' Ashwa', mentioned as one of the founders of the inscrip- 
tion, is not identical with the client king of the same narne instated 
by the Ethiopians, the text stiU raises a number of issues, not least 
because it neither ascnbes any function to the persons it names nor 
does it contain any form of monotheistic formula, whether Christian 
or Jewish. A solution may, I believe, be reached if one exarnines more 
closely the clans named as having been involved in restoring the castle. 
In addition to the local Yaz'an, they include the Gadanum of Märib, 
various tribes from the southern highlands around Zafär and from 
the Tiharna, as well as numerous families from various ~ a r t s  of 
Ua&amawt. In short, the majority of the thirty-three names of tribes 
and dans contained in the inscription gives the impression of a who's 
who of the tribes and clans which had raiiied round Yüsuf in his bid 
to overthrow the Ethiopians and their local Christian allies. This 
observation sheds some light on the historical context within which 
the text ought to be placed. After the Ethiopian king's victory, Yüsuf s 
vanquished supporters withdrew at least from the western part of the 
country and sought rehige in the Yaz'anid core territory, the hinter- 
bnds around Qana'.lo5 nie  work on the fortifications was undertaken 
because the Yaz'anids and their remaining supporters must have 
expected h a t  the Ethiopians would at some point mount an attack 
from the sea, making a fully functional defensive stronghold protect- 
ing the harbor a necessity. As we know from the sources, the attack 

the Ijabashat, the 'Akkum and the inhabitants of Sähiratum" (b'ly / FbSt / W-'km / 
W-d-shrtm). 

IoS 'ihe obvious assumption is that the founders and his sons were foilowers of 
Yüsuf who were waiting with him at the Bäb al-Mandab for the arrival of the Ethio- 
pians and who may also have fortified other places in the Tihäma. In prosopographic 
terms, the Simyafa' Ashwa' mentioned in C 621 could therefore have been the Person 
of the Same name (and the Same patronymic) who, as his brother Sharab'il Yaqbul 
reports in the three rock inscriptions around Najrän (Ry 50819, 1028/2 [instead of 
irh'l I 'Sw', according to A. Jamme, Srh'l I yqbl is to be read, see Nebes "Herrscherin- 
Schriften," 357 n. 1761, Ry 507110), was arnong those who accompanied the king to 
the fortress of Maddabän in the Tihäma. The circumstance that these events had hap- 
pened seven years previously need not mle this out; the great rock inscription at 
'Abadan, for example-which was made some 170 years earlier by Yaz'anid tribal 
leaders as well-records the acts of three generations. 
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never took place. On the contrary, thirteen years hter, the Yaian and 
several other influential clans from C.' arib were to return to the politi- 
cal stage, when they joined the Kinda, led by Yazid b. Kabshat, in 
their rebellion against the Ethiopim occupiers.lo6 These we,its, how- 
ever, postdatc the age of the Himyar and bdong to the days of Abraha, 
under whom Yemen was to witness Lfty years of Christian domina- 
tion. 

lo6 C 541114-17. See also the translation in Müller, "Stele," 268, m-d Nebes 
"Herrscherinschriften," 362-367. It is obvious, that Ma'dikarib bin Simyafa', who, 
according to C 541/17, supports the Kinda-revolt of Yazid bin Kabshat against Abraha, 
is the same Person as in C 6211 1. 
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Appendix 1 .  Timeline of the Late Sabean Period 

About 280 Shammar Yuhu'ish residing at his capital Zafär 
unites Yernen under his ruie. 

About 340 Constantius I1 sends Theophilus the Indian to the 
Himyarite Court. 

About 345 The Ethiopian king 'Ezana converts to Christianity. 
383 'Ihe IJimyarite king Maikikarib Yuha'min and his 

sons embrace monotheism. 
472 According to a Ge'ez tradition, Azqir sufTers 

martyrdom in the town of Najrän during the reign of 
Shurhbi'il Yakkaf. 

519 First intervention of the Ethiopians in South Arabia, 
arri~al of Cosmas in Adulis. 

52 1 Ma'dikarib Ya'fur campaigns against Arab auxiliaries 
of the Persians in central Arabia. 

522 Yüsuf As'ar Yath'ar (dhü Nuwäs) acts against the 
Christians and their Ethiopian allies in mär. He 
conducts a carnpaign to the Tihäma and blocks the 
harbor of Maddabän on the West coast by means of a 
chain. 

523 Siege and surrender of Najrän, martyrdom of 
Arethas. 

525 The Ethiopian king Kaleb Ella Asbeha conquers large 
parts of Yemen. 

After 525 Kaleb Ella A~beha enthrones Sirnyafa' Ashwa' as 
king of South Arabia. 

530 Inscription of H u ~ n  al-Ghurab. 
535-575 Rule of Abraha and his sons. 
575 South Arabia becomes a Persian province. 
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Appendix 2. Map of the Arabian Peninsula 

Source: Nebes, "Märtyrer," 35. 
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